We present an insightful discussion on the implications of foam transport inside porous media based on an improved algorithm for the estimation of model parameters. A widely used texture-implicit local-equilibrium foam model, STARS TM , is used to describe the reduction of gas mobility in the state of foam with respect to free gas. Both the dry-out effect and shear- 
Introduction
Foam is the dispersion of discontinuous gas in liquid 1 and is used in a variety of subsurface applications. For example, foam can be used to remediate non-aqueous phase liquid (NAPL)-contaminated aquifers 2 and to control the mobility and conformance of injected fluids in enhanced oil recovery (EOR) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] processes. Additionally, foam can be injected as a novel energized fluid for hydraulic fracturing [9] [10] [11] . If properly designed, foam can simultaneously address viscous fingering, gravity override and reservoir heterogeneity, which are three major issues that greatly limit the sweep efficiency of gas or the water-alternating-gas (WAG) injection process [12] [13] [14] [15] . A number of successful foam pilot tests have been reported in the literature 3, 7, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . However, what remains less well understood is how to better model foam transport in porous media 21, 22 .
Depending on whether the local bubble density (or namely foam texture) ! is explicitly expressed, current foam transport models can be categorized into two different groups 1, 13, [21] [22] [23] [24] : texture-explicit population balance models and texture-implicit localequilibrium models. The first approach requires not only an additional partial differential equation (PDE) for bubble transport but also exact expressions for bubble generation and destruction terms. The second approach uses only an empirical algebraic formula to correlate the gas mobility reduction as a function of a series of local conditions, such as surfactant concentration, water saturation, shear rate and oil saturation. We believe the implicit-texture local-equilibrium approach is more promising for field-scale applications for the following reasons: (a) the physical foam dynamic mechanisms are complex in the mechanistic explicit-texture population-balance model and the model parameters are often difficult to extract from core-flood experiments; (b) an additional PDE for bubble transport in the population-balance model would significantly increase the computational time required to execute the calculations compared to an algebraic expression as in the texture-implicit local-equilibrium model, and (c) both implicit-texture and population balance models can match the steady-state experimental data equally well. Therefore, we model foam transport in this paper using STARS TM , a commercially available implicittexture local-equilibrium foam model, and discuss insightful implications based on the parameters estimated using our improved algorithm.
A proper method to extract values for all the parameters to fit lab-scale experiments is needed with a well-defined foam model. Different algorithms have been proposed in the literature to estimate STARS TM foam model parameters. Ma et al. 25 developed a method to estimate the parameters describing water-saturation dependence and successfully modeled the dry-out effect. However, Ma et al. 25 required an extra transient experiment where gas is constantly injected into a core 100% saturated with surfactant solution in addition to steady-state foam data. They also came across the issue of non-uniqueness and realized that two different solutions matched the experimental data based on the initial inputs for the model parameters. Additionally, the maximum apparent viscosity data must be determined precisely in the experiment to locate the transition point between high-and low-quality regimes. Boeije et al. 12 proposed another method in which five parameters can be extracted simply and simultaneously from steady-state data using just a pencil and a calculator. 26 .
We propose an improved algorithm to estimate STARS TM foam model parameters.
Both the water-saturation dependence and shear-rate dependence are considered. We illustrate how this improved algorithm can be used to estimate five parameters in the water-saturation and shear-rate dependent functions, respectively. The insights gained regarding foam transport from the parameters estimated using our new algorithm allows for better design of flow through porous media.
Theory

Foam Dynamics in Porous Media
In the presence of foaming agents, such as surfactants or nano-particles 27 , bubbles can be generated inside porous media through different mechanisms 1, 28, 29 , such as snap-off, lamella division, leave-behind and neighbor-induced pinch-off. Snap-off is a foam generation mechanism in heterogeneous porous media during a major permeability increase in the direction of flow 30 . When the gas thread flows from a constricted pore-throat to a relatively expanded pore space, the reduced curvature at the gas front induces accumulation of the liquid phase back-flow in the pore neck and restricts the non-wetting gas phase 31 . Lamella division is a secondary generation mechanism and a major foam generation mechanism in homogeneous porous media.
When a relatively large bubble approaches a branching point, the lamella may split into two and flow into different channels downstream. A pressure difference across the foam film must overcome a yield pressure to counterbalance the capillary resistance and mobilize the lamella through the pore structures for lamella division to occur 32 . A minimum pressure gradient (MPG) exists on the macroscopic scale, above which lamella mobilization and division can form a strong foam. Foam is generated primarily by leave-behind when the pressure gradient is below the MPG. The liquid may be sandwiched by the invading gas during the liquid drainage process and squeezed into a thin lamella connecting two grains in the pore structure. Lamellae generated by leave-behind are parallel to the direction of flow and thus contribute less flow resistance compared to those generated by snap-off and lamella division.
Neighbor-induced pinch-off is a recent mechanism proposed for foam generation mechanism in porous media where bubbles can be shear-thinned and pinched by adjacent bubbles to generate new lamella when flowing through pore constrictions.
Foam bubbles are thermodynamically unstable and experience constant coalescence because of capillary suction, gas diffusion, thickness fluctuation, etc. A pressure difference between the gas and liquid known as capillary pressure ! occurs to the curved interface. The capillary pressure drives the liquid to plateau borders and their junctions. Therefore, the ! drains the liquid content between two gas phases and can rupture the thin film. Another foam coalescence mechanism is Oswald ripening resulting from gas diffusion between bubbles of different sizes. Smaller bubbles are ultimately absorbed into larger neighboring bubbles by this thermodynamically driven process because of the pressure difference, or more precisely, the chemical potential of the gas in the different-sized bubbles. It has been well recognized that gas diffusion plays a major role in the bulk foam destruction process 33 . However, whether gas diffusion is a pronounced factor responsible for foam coalescence in porous media remains controversial in the literature. Nonnekes et al. 34 argued that for bubbles greater than the pore size, which is the case for in-situ-generated foam, gas diffusion does not generate a coarse bubble size distribution. A third foam coalescence mechanism is film thickness fluctuation. Lamellae cannot survive either mechanical-or thermal-driven fluctuations with wavelengths greater than a critical value 35 .
A steady state is reached when the rate of bubble generation is in equilibrium with the rate of bubble coalescence during the dynamic process of gas and liquid simultaneous flow. We introduce the apparent viscosity !"" as a measure of foam strength to quantify the flow resistance in porous media, which is defined as the pressure gradient ∇ normalized by rock permeability !"#$ and total superficial velocity ! . We measure the steady-state pressure drop ∆ across a core with length at different gas and liquid flow rates ! and ! and calculate the apparent viscosity, as shown in Equation 1 .
Although we introduced apparent viscosity !"" to quantify foam strength, foam in porous media is modeled as a two-phase flow instead of single-phase because gas and liquid are transported at different velocities 21, 36 . Phase separation occurs in the presence of permeability contrast 29, 37 . Gas mobility can be reduced by several orders of magnitude in the state of foam, whereas the liquid mobility for a given water saturation changes negligibly 22, 38 . Bernard et al. 39 rationalized that the gas flow path is blocked by lamellae, whereas most water remains in small pores and in proximity to the solid surfaces as the wetting phase. Specifically, gas mobility in the state of foam is reduced by two mechanisms 1 : first, the stationary or trapped gas decreases the cross-sectional area that gas can flow through, decreasing the relative permeability;
second, the capillary resistance increased within blocked lamella must be forced to allow the discontinuous gas to flow, and therefore the effective viscosity of gas increases. The two mechanisms can be independently considered 1, 23 or combined into a single variable for the foam flow simulation 25, 38 .
Foam experiences major coalescence at the limiting capillary pressure ! * when the disjoining pressure can no longer prevent the lamella from rupturing 40 . This dry-out effect occurs at a given limiting water saturation ! * when the foam quality ! is high 25, 41 . Foam quality in porous media is defined as the gas fractional flow as shown in Equation 2 and is a critical operation condition in the foam process. Operation at higher foam quality can reduce the cost of the expensive surfactant. However, a high foam quality ! significantly reduces the foam apparent viscosity, and therefore gas mobility control is lost. As gas fractional flow is increased, the foam dries out and the water saturation approaches a value ! * at which the foam coalesces at increasing rate.
The limiting water saturation ! * can be systematically estimated using our new algorithm by conducting quality-scan experiments where total velocity is held constant and the flow resistance is in a steady-state. ! * is believed to be dependent on a variety of factors, such as surfactant, electrolyte, gas type, oil saturation and rock properties. The corresponding ! * is also a dynamic property determined both by the system and operating conditions 41 .
Another important feature of foam flow in porous media is its shear-dependent rheology. Foam strength might be completely different in the near-wellbore region than in the far-field region due to its decelerating propagating velocity 42 . A mathematical model computing foam bubbles flowing in smooth capillary bundles has been well developed in the literature 43, 44 . Calculations agree with experimental observations that foam is a shear thinning fluid in a capillary tube, and the effective gas viscosity is inversely proportional to the bubble velocity raised to the minus onethird power. However, the real subsurface micro-structure is more complicated than the smooth capillary bundles. Lab observations indicate that foam can be either shearthinning or shear-thickening under different conditions. Thus we simply correlate the shear-rate dependence with total velocity or the capillary number raised to an adjustable power.
STARS TM Foam Model
STARS TM is commercially available reservoir simulator including a textureimplicit local-equilibrium foam model in which the gas relative permeability in the presence of foam !" ! is modified by multiplying the gas relative permeability without foam !" !" at a given water saturation with a mobility reduction factor , as shown in Equation 3 .
is inversely related to the product of different functions as shown in Equation 4.
These functions account for the foam dependencies on different factors, such as surfactant concentration, water saturation, shear-rate, etc.
The parameter refers to the maximum gas mobility reduction that can be achieved. ! are different functions of dependences ranging from 0 to 1. When all ! are equal to 1, foam obtains its maximum strength. A full description of the STARS TM foam model can be found in the literature 13, 21, 36 . This work only considers foam dependences on water saturation ( !"#$% ) and shear rate ( !!!"# ). Consequently, Equation 4 is reduced to
!"#$% is the water-saturation dependence, which is the inverse tangent function of water saturation ! . !"#$% is a continuous and monotonically increasing function of water saturation ! , as shown in Equation 6 , and decreases significantly as water saturation ! decreases across the limiting water saturation ! * .
!"#$% contains two parameters: and . corresponds to the limiting water saturation ! * , at which foam begins experiencing significant coarsening and drying and should be in the range of connate water saturation !" and (1 − !" ). As previously described, controls the collapse rate of foam. A large value indicates that foam dries out sharply, whereas small indicates that foam dries out more gradually.
!!!"# is the shear-rate dependence, which is a function of the local capillary number !" , as shown in Equation 7 .
The adjustable parameter determines how foam rheology is dependent on shear-rate. A positive corresponds to shear-thinning rheology. is a parameter with which to normalize !!!"# , given the constraints that all ! functions should fall within the interval of [0,1].
Capillary number !" is a dimensionless number in fluid mechanics, which characterizes the relative effect between viscous and capillary forces. The local capillary number is an indicator of the viscous shear rate of the system. The higher capillary number corresponds to a greater viscous shear stress. However, the most appropriate expression for local capillary number remains controversial in the literature 12, 26, 36 . At least three methods exist to define !" , as shown in Equations 8-10, where is the rock permeability, ∇ is the local pressure gradient, and is the surface tension between the gaseous and aqueous phases.
Boeije et al. 12 number. We will demonstrate in section 4 that our algorithm provides an acceptable fit to the experimental data in a series of varied foam systems. In particular, sections 4.1 and 4.2 will illustrate that it is easy to reduce the five-parameter estimation into two simple tasks with such a definition. We first estimate three parameters ( , , and ) from the quality-scan experiment. Second, we estimate the other two parameters ( and ) from the flow-rate-scan experiment.
Materials and Methods
We investigate different foam systems with various surfactant formulation, gas types, etc. Gas was co-injected with surfactant solution in all cases, as shown in Figure 1 . The pressure drop ∆ at steady state along the core sample was recorded as a function of the gas and liquid velocities. The apparent viscosity !"" was then calculated using Equation properties: a quality-scan experiment and a flow-rate-scan experiment. The total flow rate is constant in the quality-scan experiment so that the pressure decrease across the porous medium is measured as a function of foam quality ! . The foam quality is fixed, while the total flow rate (or superficial velocity ! ) is varied in the flow-rate-scan experiment.
We utilize the Corey relative permeability model for our two-phase (gaseous and aqueous) flow in absence of a surfactant, as shown in Equations 11 and 12, where !" ! and !" ! are the end-point relative permeability for water and gas, respectively, !" is connate water saturation, !" is residual gas saturation, and ! and ! are the Corey exponents for water and gas, respectively. The relative permeability data for Bentheimer sandstone found in the literature is listed in Supporting Information Table S1 .
Equation 11
!"
Equation 12
Results and Discussion
We will first demonstrate our algorithm to estimate foam parameters to fit both quality and flow-rate scan experiments for a particular gas-surfactant system. Then in section 4.3, we will provide insights on the role of gas type as well as surfactant structures on steady state foam strength in porous media based on the parameters we extract from STARS TM model for various systems.
In System A, N 2 and an AOS1416/LB surfactant blend were co-injected into a 6. The foam apparent viscosity decreased with increasing total flow rate in the flow-ratescan experiment (Figure 2, right) . Foam showed a shear-thinning behavior in System A.
Numerical Method for the Estimation of Parameters in the Function
Estimations of the parameters in !"#$% are discussed next. !!!"# is ignored because the total flow rate was held constant in the quality-scan experiment.
For any given pair of steady-state foam data ( ! !"# , !"" !"# ), we can solve for corresponding ! and values, as shown in Equations 13 and 14. The derivation is included in the Supporting Information.
For a given value of , the other two parameters and can be uniquely determined by a linear regression between . Therefore, the three-parameter estimation ( , , ) can be converted to optimizing a single variable that fits experimental data.
The objective function of our parameter optimization as shown in Equation 16 is to identify which value provides the optimal fit to experimental data. The first term in yellow is the normalized residual sum of squares deviation. The 
Figure 3: Quality-scan experiment for System A: the transition quality must fall within the interval of (
The flowchart of our proposed method to search for is shown in Figure 4 .
The largest observed in experiments is the upper bound given that !"#$% should nearly equal 1 in the low-quality regime, where the water saturation is high.
There are a number of numerical methods that can solve this constrained extremevalue problem, such as Newton's method, Bisection's method, Golden section search and simplex algorithm, etc. We simply plot the objective function in Figure 5 , from which we can easily identify the global optimal value of . The optimal of for our demonstration System A is 9551.8. The linear regression
and ! is shown in Figure 6 . The values of , and are listed in Table 2 , and the final data fit for the quality-scan experiment is shown in Figure 7 . 
Estimation of Parameters in Function
The two parameters and in !!!"# will be estimated from the flowrate-scan experiments. We combine Equations 5-7 and rearrange such that a linear regression is applied to compute and . Given viscosity and surface tension , we can conduct a linear regression between is regressed to be 26.1 and to be 0.22.
Equation 17 Figure 8: Flow-rate-scan experimental data fit to STARS TM model
Other Foam Systems
We have demonstrated how to fit the five parameters from the quality-scan and the flow-rate-scan foam flood experiments for the STARS TM model. Next, we will apply this method to a variety of systems to validate robustness and establish interpretations from the data.
System B: Effect of Gas Type: N 2 , CH 4 and CO 2 Foams
We investigate the effect of gas type on steady-state foam strength in porous media in System B. Three types of gases were co-injected with a 1 wt% AOS1416 surfactant solution into the Bentheimer sandstone core. It should be noted that the aqueous solution was pre-saturated with CO 2 because of the relatively high solubility of CO 2 in water. The experimental data and the STARS TM model fits are shown in Table 3 and Figure 9 , respectively. Only quality-scan experiments were completed, and therefore data to fit and in !!!"# were unavailable. Our algorithm works well with this system and provides a satisfactory fit to the experimental data. We find that the nitrogen (N 2 ) foam is always the strongest, whereas the carbon dioxide (CO 2 )
foam is the weakest. The methane (CH 4 ) foam produced the intermediate foam strength for a given foam quality. If we use the transition foam apparent viscosity as a measure of the maximum foamability for the N 2 , CH 4 and CO 2 foams, we show in Figure 10 that the transition foam strength for different gas types is correlated significantly with limiting capillary pressure. N 2 has the largest ! * value and thus produces the strongest foam, whereas CO 2 has the weakest ! * value and thus produces the weakest foam. Consequently, we assume that the limiting capillary pressure is a good indicator of foam strength in porous media. 
System C: Anionic surfactant foam (AOS1416) vs. zwitterionic surfactant foams (LB and LS)
We compare the anionic surfactant AOS1416 with two different zwitterionic surfactants, LB and LS, in terms of steady-state foam strength in porous media in System C. 0.5 wt% of AOS1416, LB and LS were co-injected with N 2 . Applying the same algorithm as described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, we can fit the experimental data to the STARS TM model, as shown in Table 4 and Figure 11 . As demonstrated, our algorithm provides a good fit to all three foam systems, although their general trends are quite different. We apply the same method to calculate the limiting capillary pressure ! * to evaluate the foam film stability for different surfactant types, as shown in Table 5 . 48, 49 to estimate the packing of surfactant molecules onto the gas-liquid interface to understand the underlying mechanism that explains the difference in foam strength for different surfactant types. The is the surfactant activity, ! is the total activity of both surfactant and inorganic salts, is the gas constant, and is temperature.
Equation 19 The Pitzer model 50 was used to calculate the activity coefficients to account for the interactions between all inorganic salts and surfactant molecules.
Derivation details and the interaction parameters can be found in the literature 48, 50, 51 . The Gibbs surface excess as a function of surfactant concentration is shown in Figure 13 . AOS1416 has a higher surface excess concentration compared to both zwitterionic surfactants LB and LS. The different chemical structures of AOS1416 and LB/LS may explain their different foaming capability in porous media. As for the hydrophobic tails, surfactants with a longer hydrocarbon tail are more likely to be better foaming agents. Svorstoel et al. 8 did an experiment on AOS with a series of different tail groups and found out that AOS16 is better than AOS1416 and both are better than AOS14 in foaming in porous media. In our experiment, AOS1416 has a longer hydrocarbon tail (C14 and C16) compared to LB/LS (C12 and C14). Besides the difference in tails, the head group repulsions between AOS molecules are very sensitive to salinity 48 and the electrostatic repulsion can be screened by the counter-ions, such as Na + , Ca 2+ , and Mg 2+ in the diffuse layer, which aide AOS1416, to pack tightly on the interface and create more stable foam films.
However, the head group of zwitterionic surfactants is a permanent dipole moment which has zero net charge and thusly less sensitive to salinity 52, 53 .
Thus the concentration of counter-ions will have less effect on the interface with zwitterionic surfactants. indicator of film stability for flowing foam in porous media. We also realize that the anionic surfactant AOS1416 is a more effective foamer compared to zwitterionic surfactants LB/LS. The Gibbs excess adsorption is calculated to explain the difference in foamability of different surfactant types. Other future work includes (1) assessing the accuracy of our algorithm from flow-rate-scan data for other foam qualities and (2) extending the algorithm to estimate the parameters in other dependent functions.
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